Intercontinental Potash Corp (IC POTASH), intends to become a primary producer of Sulphate of Potash ("SOP") and Sulphate of Potash Magnesia ("SOPM") by mining its 100% owned potash Ochoa property in southeast New Mexico, USA. IC POTASH’s Ochoa property consists of over 100,000 acres of federal subsurface potassium prospecting permits and State of New Mexico potassium mining leases. IC POTASH has a highly advanced mineral deposit containing total proven and probable reserves of more than 400 million tons of ore within the proposed mine plan. These reserves have an extremely continuous thickness, constant grade, and low dip, and provide the raw material for a long life and low cost specialty fertilizer operation.

Novopro has been retained by IC POTASH as owner’s engineer to carry out process evaluations and to choose an optimum process route for the evaporation crystallization portions of the plant. Novopro will assist further in the Bankable Feasibility Study phase to coordinate and manage all contractors involved in the project including the EPCM contractor.